The award-winning SFX Machine quickly became the tool of choice for leading sound designers, composers and sample editors. Over the years it has been used for countless commercial music recordings, television productions, video games and feature films.

Simply put, SFX Machine could do effects that other programs couldn’t even dream of. (There were many reasons for this. For one thing, programs can’t dream.)

But a few things were still missing... Things like real-time processing and MIDI parameter automation. Also, Mac OS X and Windows users were starting to feel left out.

The fate of the entire universe was in our hands. Perhaps that’s an overstatement. Still, after slacking off for a few years, we knew it was time to get back to work. So we bring you:

SFX Machine RT for Mac, including
- Audio Unit for Mac OS X
- VST for Mac OS X
- VST for Mac Classic,

and

SFX Machine VST for Windows

But what if you’re a Pro Tools user? No worries. Just buy a copy of FXpansion’s VST to RTAS Adapter and you’ll be all set to use SFX with Pro Tools 6 LE or TDM under Mac OS X or Windows XP. (For a limited time, new SFX Machine RT purchasers even get a 1/3 discount on the VST to RTAS Adapter.) Third-party adapters are also available for DirectX format.

At the heart of SFX Machine RT is a powerful modular synthesis engine. But you don’t have to be an engineer to use it! The interface features the simplicity of a multi-effects box, so users can select and modify presets with just a few mouse clicks.

Many of our presets include a pitch tracker or envelope follower, enabling the effect to respond intelligently to the input. A simple “MIDI Learn” system provides automated parameter modification, and the Randomize button makes it easy to explore the wide range of possibilities contained within each preset.

SFX Machine RT comes with hundreds of effects, including:

Conventional effects
- Tremolo ● Vibrato ● AM ● FM ● Chorus ● Delay ● Echo
- Flanging ● Ring Mod ● Triggered Wah

Unique effects
- EchoFeedback ● Sitar Drone ● FlangeVerb ● Pitch Tracked Pan
- MultiVox ● Crystal Gliss ● Velvet Chimes ● Munchkin Chorus